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Abstract

Membrane proteins travel along cellular membranes and reorient themselves to form

functional oligomers and protein–lipid complexes. Following the Saffman–Delbrück

model, protein radius sets the rate of this diffusive motion. However, it is unclear

how this model — derived for ideal and dilute membranes — performs under crowded

conditions of cellular membranes. Here, we study the rotational motion of membrane

proteins using molecular dynamics simulations of coarse-grained membranes and 2-

dimensional Lennard-Jones fluids with varying levels of crowding. We find that the

Saffman–Delbrück model captures the size-dependency of rotational diffusion under di-

lute conditions, whereas a stronger scaling laws arise under crowding. Together with our

recent work on lateral diffusion, our results reshape the description of protein dynam-

ics in their native membrane environments: the translational and rotational motion of

proteins with small transmembrane domains is rapid, whereas larger proteins or protein

complexes display substantially slower dynamics.

Introduction

For membrane proteins to form protein–lipid assemblies, functional dimers, and higher-

order oligomers,1–4 not only do they need to find each other via lateral diffusion, but also to

locate the proper oligomerization interfaces via rotational diffusion.5,6 The Saffman–Delbrück

(SD) model7,8 derived for a simplified membrane model with a lone protein suggests that

the rotational diffusion coefficients (Drot) of membrane-embedded objects such as proteins,

measured with respect to the axis normal to the membrane, depend on protein radii R as

D =
kBT

4πhµmR2
, (1)

where h is membrane thickness and µm the membrane viscosity. The SD model is valid

for objects smaller than the SD length, LSD = hµm × (2µf)
−1, where µf is the viscosity of

the solvent surrounding the membrane. More complex extensions of Eq. (1) that capture
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the diffusion coefficients of objects of arbitrary sizes have also been derived.9–11 Notably,

for large inclusions — such as micrometer-sized lipid domains in gel-phase10 — a stronger

scaling of Drot ∼ R−3 is expected.10,11 Besides predicting diffusion coefficients, the SD model

is also used to derive protein sizes12 and membrane viscosities13 from diffusion data, and to

estimate the size limitations for membrane proteins in solid-state NMR experiments.14

However, cellular membranes are extremely crowded15 and contain often less than hun-

dred lipids per protein.16 This indicates that proteins undergo repeated collisions with other

proteins,17 which can further affect lipid motion via confinement and excluded area effects,

indicating that essentially no “bulk” lipids exist in cellular membranes.18,19 This picture is

drastically different from the one considered in the derivation of the SD model, hinting that

the model should be put to test also under crowded conditions.

The slowdown of protein rotational diffusion upon crowding has been experimentally ob-

served for bacteriorhodopsin in model membranes using fluorescence microphotolysis,12 and

for sarcoplasmic reticulum Ca-ATPase,20 rhodopsin,21,22 and yeast cytochrome oxidase23 us-

ing saturation transfer electron paramagnetic resonance (STEPR). The most realistic crowd-

ing conditions can be found in living cells, but the data is scarce because measurements of

rotational diffusion with different crowding levels from cellular membranes is challenging.

Fluorescence and photodichroism measurements on living cells gave very different rotational

diffusion coefficients of 0.25–1×105 rad2/s for rhodopsin24 and 50×105 rad2/s for α2A adren-

ergic receptors,25 respectively. The difference in these values is quite substantial considering

that both of these proteins are similarly-sized G protein-coupled receptors. This discrepancy

could arise either from the specific interactions of the proteins in the complex cellular environ-

ment or from the shortcomings of experimental approaches.25 Notably, the values from two

independent STEPR experiments for rhodopsin in model membranes, 0.3–1×105 rad2/s21,22

agree well with the aforementioned values obtained from living cells.24 Additionally, NMR

spin relaxation experiments can detect rotational dynamics of membrane proteins, but ad-

ditional models are needed to determine rotational diffusion coefficients around membrane
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normal because the detected chemical bonds may not rotate in parallel to the membrane

plane.14,26,27

Computationally, the rotational diffusion of synthetic inclusions in lipid bilayers was

evaluated first using dissipative particle dynamics simulations.28 They revealed that the SD

description agrees well with simulation data for inclusions whose size differs by multiple

orders of magnitude. Also in more recent coarse-grained molecular dynamics simulation

study, the rotational diffusion coefficients with different protein sizes were in reasonable

agreement with the SD model.29 Notably, both of these studies were performed on single-

protein/inclusion systems, i.e. under infinitely diluted conditions. On the other hand,

our recent coarse grained MD simulations demonstrated that the weak dependence Dlat ∼

ln(R−1) predicted by the SD model for lateral translational diffusion holds true only in dilute

conditions, but it gets replaced by a stronger Stokes-like scaling (Dlat ∼ R−1) under crowded

conditions.30 This finding has profound effects on protein oligomerization as larger multi-

pass proteins move relatively slowly at the cellular scale, whereas their smaller single-pass

counterparts diffuse rapidly along the membrane plane.

Therefore, it is worth asking whether the SD model for rotational diffusion also breaks

down under crowded conditions. If it did, we would have to further reshape our view on

protein motion in cellular membranes; specific protein–protein and protein–lipid interac-

tions only take place when the constituents are in each others’ vicinity and in a favorable

orientation. Therefore, many functions of these proteins are likely diffusion-limited in terms

of translation and rotation,5,6 yet their current theoretical description is based on the SD

model, hence completely neglecting the effects of crowding. Moreover, the failure of the SD

model under crowding would also set limitations on conditions where it can be employed

to resolve properties of lipid membranes and proteins,12,13 and guide the design of NMR

experiments that are limited to sufficiently fast rotations.14
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Methods

We use coarse grained (CG) molecular dynamics simulations of membranes and simple 2-

dimensional Lennard-Jones (LJ) fluids to analyze the influence of crowding on rotational

motion of membrane proteins. Our ultimate aim was to check if the SD model for rotational

diffusion is applicable under crowded conditions. To this end, we calculated the rotational

diffusion coefficients for numerous transmembrane proteins of various radii from CG and

LJ simulations in differently crowded environments. The four types of simulated systems

considered are schematically presented in Fig. 1 and listed in Table 1. They are: 1) Dilute

Single protein systems that contain a single copy of one of seven different transmembrane

proteins having different sizes (proteins Pr1–Pr7, PrA, or PrB) with a lipid-to-protein (LP)

ratio of 400. The nine single-protein systems are labeled from S1 to S7, and SA & SB,

where the last alphanumeric character refers to the protein type. 2) Crowded Monodisperse

systems that contain nine copies of one protein type (Pr1–Pr7, PrA, or PrB) and 50 lipids

per protein (LP=50). The nine crowded monodisperse systems are labeled from M1 to

M7, and MA & MB, where the last alphanumeric character refers to the protein type. 3)

Polydisperse systems that contain simultaneously seven different protein types (Pr1–Pr7)

with a varying level of crowding. The number of copies of each protein type (1–10) is equal

within every system, i.e., the most dilute system (LP=800) contains 1 copy of each protein

(7 proteins in total) and the most crowded (LP=50) contains 10 copies of each protein

(70 proteins in total). There are a total of six systems, labeled P50, P75, P100, P200,

P400, and P800, where the number refers to the LP ratio. All polydisperse systems have

approximately the same membrane surface area, i.e. the simulation boxes have the same

lateral dimensions. 4) 2-dimensional Lennard-Jones (2DLJ) systems contain free particles

with σ=0.345 nm and disks that are formed by bonding together these free particles. Each

simulated system contained 15 quasi-circular disks of various radii (from 0.4 nm formed by

7 particles bound together all the way to 7.6 nm formed as an aggregate of 1417 particles)

at a certain particle-to-disk ratio that ranged from crowded (300 free particles per disk) to
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dilute (4000 free particles per disk) conditions. These five systems are labeled LJ300, LJ400,

LJ600, LJ1000, and LJ4000, where the number refers to the free particle-to-disk ratio.

The first three sets of systems were simulated using the Martini model.31–33 Apart from

the proteins, the membranes consisted of dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid and

were solvated by water, 150 mM of NaCl, and counter-ions. However, the protein–protein

interactions were reduced to avoid the irreversible and excessive aggregation of proteins.30,34

Simulations were performed under NPT conditions at 315 K using the standard Martini

simulation parameters. The 2-dimensional Lennard-Jones model used in the fourth set suc-

cessfully captured the qualitative behavior of crowded membranes in our earlier works.18,30,35

Further methodological details can be found in our earlier work.30 The simulation data for the

polydisperse membranes P50–P400 are available at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.846428 and that for

the P800 membrane at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3465477. Data for monodisperse membranes

are at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3572241, and for single-protein systems at DOI: 10.5281/zen-

odo.3572299. The first 1 µs of all simulations was discarded from the analyses, and all

simulations were performed using GROMACS v.5.0.x or later.36

To calculate the rotational diffusion coefficients, the GROMACS gmx rotmat tool was

first used to extract the rotation matrix required for least squares fitting a conformation onto

a reference one. Then, the projection of the rotation matrix to the membrane plane (x− y

plane in our simulation setup) was calculated, and the rotation angle in this plane, θ, was

calculated as a function of simulation time and corrected for the periodicity of rotation. A

similar choice of plane was also used in Ref. 37. For large proteins that show little tilting, the

rotation around membrane normal coincides with the rotational around their axis of inertia.

However, the smallest proteins in our study display tilt angles of ∼20 degrees, and therefore

the rotational diffusion coefficients calculated here for small proteins may differ from the

ones around intertia axes. Nevertheless, we consider the rotation around membrane normal

to be the key parameter for protein oligomerization, and thus report rotational diffusion

coefficients measured around this axis. Next, we calculated the time-averaged mean squared
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deviation of the rotation angle (MSDA) of θ as a function of lag time ∆ as

δrot(∆) =
1

T −∆

∫ T−∆

0

[θ(t+ ∆)− θ(t)]2 dt (2)

for each copy of the proteins. Here T is the total measurement time. The rotational diffusion

coefficients of membrane proteins around the membrane normal, Drot, were then calculated

by fitting the MSDA data with

δrot(∆) = 2Drot∆
α. (3)

after reaching normal rotational diffusion, α = 1. When multiple copies of the same protein

type are present in a membrane, we also averaged the Drot values over identical proteins. The

standard deviation of these equivalent values serves as an error estimate. The MSDA data,

shown for all proteins in the polydisperse systems in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Information

(SI), demonstrate that normal rotational diffusion (α = 1) is observed at ∆ values between

100 ns and 1 µs except for the most crowded conditions. This interval was hence used for

fitting for all CG systems. The choice is limited by anomalous diffusion at short lag times

and the lack of decent statistics at long ones. In Fig. S2, we provide a plot of MSDA/∆ as a

function of ∆ to point out the possible deviations from normal diffusion and to demonstrate

the quality of the fits. From Figs. S1 and S2, anomalous diffusion seems to persist into the

time regime of dozens of nanoseconds for smaller proteins even in dilute systems, whereas

larger proteins show normal diffusion already at a lag time of 10 ns, a topic we aim to clarify

in the future. Notably, the time scales to reach normal diffusion for membrane proteins

in this work are substantially longer than in previous simulations of water-soluble proteins

where normal rotational diffusion was reached already after approximately 1 ns.38

The values of effective radii describing the protein and its dynamically coupled lipid

shell were taken from our earlier study.30 The rotational diffusion coefficients of single-

protein (S1–S7, SA, SB) and monodisperse (M1–M7, MA, MB) systems were corrected for
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finite size effects by dividing the diffusion coefficients by (1− Ap/Ab), where Ab and Ap are

the cross-sectional areas of the entire membrane and the protein, respectively.37 The latter

was calculated considering cylindrical proteins with their effective radii. For polydisperse

systems (P50–P800), the correction was negligible due to large membrane sizes and was

hence omitted.

For 2DLJ systems, the MSDA data were fitted between 20 and 200 ns to extract Drot.

Fig. S3 demonstrates that the MSDA curves are linear in this fitting interval and the simula-

tions capture normal diffusion. Curiously, we found out that the four smallest disks seemed

to always rotate at the same speed, which was due to them rotating too fast for a reliable

MSDA calculation at the used trajectory writing rate. Hence, we omitted these smallest

disks and consider only the data for the other 11 ones in systems with different crowding

levels.

Results and Discussion

We first analyzed the effects of crowding on rotational diffusion by calculating the Drot values

of different proteins as a function of protein-to-lipid ratio from the polydisperse (P50–P800)

systems. The slowing-down of rotational diffusion due to crowding is exponential in Fig. 2

(notice the logarithmic scale on the ordinate), and rotational motion seems to be affected

by crowding more drastically than Dlat.30 Interestingly, this agrees qualitatively with a very

recent study on protein dynamics in solution.39 In STEPR experiments, theDrot of rhodopsin

was found to decrease by 50% once crowding was increased form LP=150 to LP=50.21

This agrees well with the behavior of our approximately similarly-sized Pr5, for which we

extrapolated the diffusion to slow down by a factor of 2.2 over the same change in LP.

However, another STEPR study revealed a very strong slowing-down effect for sarcoplasmic

reticulum Ca-ATPase when the LP was decreased from 400 to 200.20 The observed 17-fold

slowdown is likely affected by an increased tendency of the peptides to dimerize. Because
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Coarse-grained (Martini) simulations Pr1
Pr2

Pr3
Pr4

Pr5
Pr6

Pr7
PrA

PrB

2K1L

1QJP

2F1C

1NQG

2W5J

1LDF

3TDP

2HAC

2K9J

2DLJ systems
Varying free particle–disk ratio

Single-protein systems
Dilute, 400 lipids per protein

Polydisperse systems
Varying lipid–protein ratio

Monodisperse systems
Crowded, 50 lipids per protein

. . . P400, P200, P100, P75 . . .

60 nm

60 nm

P800

P50

. . . M2, M3, M4, M5, M6 . . .
+ MA & MB

17 nm

27 nm

M1

M7

. . . S2, S3, S4, S5, S6 . . .
+ SA & SB

16 nm

17 nm

S1

S7

. . . LJ400, LJ600, LJ1000 . . .

38 nm

95 nm

LJ300

LJ4000

Figure 1: Schematic of the used simulation models. Three leftmost columns show coarse-
grained simulations of proteins in lipid membranes using the Martini force field. The PDB
identifiers of the proteins are given at the top of the schematic. The proteins are: Pr1
(2K1L): TM domain of the receptor tyrosine kinase EphA1; Pr2 (1QJP): Outer membrane
protein A (OmpA) TM domain; Pr3 (2F1C): Outer membrane protein G (OmpG) porin;
Pr4 (1NQC): Outer membrane cobalamin transporter (BtuB); Pr5 (2W5J): C14 rotor ring of
the proton-translocating chloroplast ATP synthase; Pr6 (1LDF): Aquaglyceroporin (GlpF);
Pr7 (3TDP): Hydrosulphide ion channel; PrA (2HAC): ζ TM domain of the T cell receptor;
and PrB (2K9J): Integrin αIIb TM domain. Pr1, PrA, and PrB are α-helices, Pr2–Pr4
are β-barrels, and Pr5–Pr7 are bundles of α-helices. The rightmost column shows the 2-
dimensional simulations of the Lennard-Jones fluid with embedded disks. The labeling of
the systems corresponds to that in Table 1, and the color coding of the proteins is consistent
throughout all plots. Protein area coverage is accurate in the membrane depictions.

such protein–protein interactions are specific to particular proteins and dimerization is not

observed in our simulations, we focus here on the changes in viscosity and excluded volume

due to crowding only. This is achieved by the reduced protein–protein interactions.

While the qualitative effect of crowding on the rotational diffusion coefficients seems to

be in line with experiments in our simulations, the rotational diffusion coefficient of single

alpha helix (Pr1) in our coarse grained simulations of the P800 system, 150× 105 rad2/s, is

an order of magnitude larger than 8.0× 105 rad2/s estimated from the SD model and NMR
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Table 1: Table of simulated systems. “System” has the name of the system, “#
Prot.” the number of proteins in the simulation, “LP” the lipid-to-protein ratio,
and T the simulation time. The notation Pr[1–7] refers to all seven proteins and
D[1–15] to all the 15 disks.

System # Prot. LP T

Polydisperse systems (6 membranes):

P50 10×Pr[1–7] 50 100 µs
P75 8×Pr[1–7] 75 100 µs
P100 6×Pr[1–7] 100 100 µs
P200 4×Pr[1–7] 200 100 µs
P400 2×Pr[1–7] 400 100 µs
P800 1×Pr[1–7] 800 51 µs

Monodisperse systems (9 membranes):

M1 9×Pr1 50 20 µs
Identical for M2 – M7, MA, and MB

Single-protein systems (9 membranes):

S1 1×Pr1 400 20 µs
Identical for S2 – S7, SA, and SB

2DJL systems (6 “membranes”):

LJ4000 1×D[1–15] 4000 10 µs
LJ1000 1×D[1–15] 1000 50 µs
LJ600 1×D[1–15] 600 50 µs
LJ400 1×D[1–15] 400 50 µs
LJ300 1×D[1–15] 300 50 µs

experiments for a single alpha helix.27 Rotational dynamics of proteins in atomistic MD sim-

ulations in solution was previously compared directly with NMR spin relaxation experiments

detecting motions of backbone N–H bonds,38 but this is not feasible here because atoms are

not explicitly modelled in coarse grained simulations. Therefore, we estimate the slowest

timescales corresponding a rotation of rigid body in lamellar geometry, τ = (Drot)
−1,40 and

compare these values to the timescales estimated from NMR experiments. This timescale is

approximately 60 ns for a single alpha helix (Pr1) in our simulation, which is significantly

faster than 200 ns estimated for a single alpha helix from NMR experiments.26 Comparison
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Figure 2: Rotational diffusion coefficients of the studied transmembrane proteins in different
polydisperse systems, i.e. as a function of membrane crowding. Error bars, barely visible,
show standard deviation within identical proteins. Note that the abscissa and ordinate are
shown in linear and logarithmic scales, respectively.

of rotational motion of lipids between experiment and simulation provides similar result:

the effective correlation time calculated for the vector connecting the two glycerol beads in

our MARTINI POPC simulations, available at DOI: 10.5281/zenodo.3463130, was 0.3 ns,

which is an order of magnitude shorter than the experimental values for glycerol backbone

1.5–3.0 ns.41 In conclusion, the rotational dynamics in membranes is likely overestimated in

the MARTINI model, similarly to lateral diffusion.42 Therefore, the effect of crowding on

rotational diffusion should be estimated using the relative influence of crowding from our

coarse grained simulations rather than the actual values of Drot. For example, Cady et al.

estimated from SD model that rotation of proteins with radius of appoximately 2.5 nm is

sufficiently fast to measure C–H and N–H dipolar couplings, and 15N and 13C chemical shift

anisotropies.14 However, in our results crowding can reduce the rotational diffusion of protein

with this size (Pr3) by an order of magnitude, which would decrease the rotation diffusion

rate below the NMR interactions threshold in all the above mentioned experiments.14 Such

a correction may have paramount importance when performing NMR experiments in native

cell membranes.43

To test the validity of SD model for rotational diffusion in different crowding conditions,
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we plot the protein diffusion coefficients as a function of radii from all three sets of our

CG MARTINI simulations in Fig. 3. For the polydisperse systems only data for the the

representative P50, P400 and P800 systems are shown, while Fig. S4 contains the data for

all polydisperse systems. In the most dilute simulations with a single protein (top panel in

Fig. 3), the rotational diffusion coefficients follow the SD-like scaling of Drot ∼ R−2 from

Eq. (1). However, already in the very dilute polydisperse system with 800 lipids per protein,

slight deviations from the SD model are observed. (P800 in Fig. 3). The systems with

400 and 200 lipids per protein (P400 & P200 in Fig. 3 and Fig. S4) then correspond to a

stronger scaling law of Drot ∼ R−3. The polydisperse system with the highest crowding level

(P50, 4th panel from the top in Fig. 3), probably corresponding to real cellular membranes,

exhibits even stronger scaling. The same conclusions can be drawn from a plot of Drot ×R2

versus R (see top panel of Fig. S6), where linear behavior is observed only for the single-

protein systems. Moreover, the scaling exponents ν from the fits in the form of Drot ∼ R−ν

are shown in the bottom panel of Fig. S6. They also demonstrate SD-like scaling (ν ≈ 2)

only for the single protein simulations, whereas the scaling exponent becomes systematically

more negative upon crowding. Finally, we verified that the observed change in the scaling

law was not only due to change in the tilt angle of proteins, which was significantly larger

for single-pass proteins (Pr1, PrA, and PrB) than for larger proteins. Indeed, the fits of the

scaling laws to Drot values without the single-pass proteins in Fig. S5 in the SI lead to the

same conclusions as those presented in Fig. 3.

To study the generality of crowding-induced transition between the SD-like and stronger

scaling laws (Drot ∼ R−ν with ν > 2), we calculated the rotational diffusion coefficients as a

function of disk radius also from 2D LJ simulations (Fig. 4). In dilute conditions (LJ4000,

top panel), the SD model (Eq. (3)) with Drot ∼ R−2 scaling describes the data accurately.

In systems with increasing crowding levels (panels towards the bottom), the SD model fits

the data for small disks, while larger disks exhibit a stronger Drot ∼ R−3 scaling. Only at

the extreme crowding level (LJ300), the scaling seems to be at the edge of being stronger
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Figure 3: Rotational diffusion coefficients of the studied transmembrane proteins plotted
as a function of their effective radii. The insets show the same data in log–log scale. The
solid line fit corresponds to the SD model (Drot ∼ R−2), while the dashed line shows the
stronger scaling of (Drot ∼ R−3). Data are shown for the nine dilute single-protein systems
(S1–S7, SA, SB in the top panel), for the seven proteins in three polydisperse membranes
(dilute P800, P400, and crowded P50, three middlemost panels), and for the nine crowded
monodisperse systems (M1–M7, MA, MB in the bottom panel). The squares show data
corrected for finite size effects,37 whereas the circles are extracted from large systems where
such effects play no role.

than ν > 3, in line with the CG systems (Fig. 3). The Drot ∼ R−2 scaling holds up to a

certain crossover radii, which is also evidenced by Fig. S7, where Drot×R−2 is plotted against

protein radii. The stronger scaling in the Martini CG systems is probably observed because
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proteins engage in transient oligomers even with the reduced protein–protein interactions.34

Because such oligomerization does not take place in our LJ systems, the different behavior

between CG and LJ systems highlights the importance of specific interactions between a

protein and its surroundings on its dynamics.

Notably, extensions of the SD model9–11 predict the Drot ∼ R−3 scaling for inclusions

with a radius larger than LSD. The regions of radius corresponding to the Drot ∼ R−2

and Drot ∼ R−3 scaling laws are highlighted by blue and red shading, respectively, in the

insets in Fig. 4. Interestingly, the crossover radius shifts toward smaller values upon increase

in crowding. This suggests that either the value of LSD decreases upon crowding, or that

the hydrodynamic radii of the disks increase. In addition to the membrane viscosity, LSD

depends also on the solvent viscosity and membrane thickness, but these are neither present

nor well defined for the 2DLJ system. This indicates that either the bulk LJ fluid viscosity

decreases upon crowding or that the hydrodynamic radii of the inclusions increases and

possibly compensates for an increased membrane viscosity. Another option is that — not

surprisingly — the SD does not provide a proper description of the observed dynamics in

the 2-dimensional system.

To unravel the reasons of the observed shift to stronger scaling, let us discuss the CG

systems where all the aforementioned parameters are well-defined. The CG simulations

display a similar crossover between SD-like and a stronger scaling law, yet unlike for the

2DLJ data, no clear crossover at a certain radius value is observed. This is likely due to

three factors: the number of proteins is limited in our study, the size range of existing (and

hence simulated) membrane proteins is fairly limited, and our CG data are somewhat noisy

due to complex interactions in crowded systems. To analyze if the stronger scaling could

be explained by the protein radii being larger than the SD length, we calculated LSD under

the most dilute (P800) conditions by fitting the lateral diffusion coefficients of proteins with

different radii with the SD model for lateral diffusion. However, all of the simulated proteins

are smaller than the estimated a value of ∼13.9 nm for LSD.
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Figure 4: Rotational diffusion coefficients of the disks as a function of their radii in the
2-dimensional LJ systems. The solid line fit corresponds to the SD model (Drot ∼ R−2),
while the dashed line shows the stronger scaling of (Drot ∼ R−3). For the uppermost panel,
the latter fit could not be performed in a reasonable manner. The insets show the data in
log–log scale, and the blue and red shadings correspond to regions better described by the
Drot ∼ R−2 and Drot ∼ R−3 fits, respectively. Note that the fitting is always performed
across all radii.

The SD length further increases with crowding level, because viscosity increases upon

crowding from 5.0 mPa·s for dilute (single-protein) system to 13.5 mPa·s for crowded (LP=50)
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membranes (see SI for details on the calculation). This is in line with the observed decrease

of both rotational (Fig. 2) and lateral diffusion coefficients (Fig. 2 in Ref. 30). While it

seems that the viscosity observed by rotational and translational motion might not always

be equal in living cells,25 our simulations do not include the cellular complexity, such as

the cytoskeleton, which is likely behind this difference. Indeed, the aforementioned viscosity

value of 5.0 mPa·s, obtained from lateral motion, agrees favorably from a value of 4.7 mPa·s

obtained from a fit of the SD model to rotational diffusion in single-protein systems (top

panel in Fig. 3). Alternatively, the effective radius of proteins could increase with crowding,

but this was not the case for Pr3 protein in Fig. S6 in the Supporting Information of our

previous work,30 where we studied the effect of the lipid-to-protein ratio on the effective ra-

dius in single-protein systems. Therefore, we cannot explain the shift to the stronger scaling

by the increase of protein radius above the SD length. One possible reason not considered

in this work is the emergence of correlated movements between nearby proteins in the more

crowded systems, which requires a closer look in future studies. Unfortunately, our data

were too noisy for us to verify such hypothesis. We also verified that the wobbling of the

proteins is fairly small (see Fig. S8 in the SI) and does not hence compromise the calculation

of the rotational angle, which might lead to a stronger scaling observed for 3-dimensional

rotation diffusion.

After this careful examination of possible factors explaining the crossover fromDrot ∼ R−2

to a stronger scaling law, we cannot but conclude that protein crowding seems to lead to

the breakdown of the SD description of rotational motion. In our recent work, we reached

a similar conclusion also in terms of lateral diffusion.30 These findings are important for

experiments where information on protein size or membrane properties are deduced from

diffusion behavior in crowded environments — such as the membranes of cells.16
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Conclusions

Concluding, we analyzed the rotational motion of various proteins and protein-like inclusions

in membranes using extensive simulation data spanning different levels of protein concen-

trations from dilute membranes to realistically-crowded ones. We found that the rotational

diffusion rates of proteins decrease approximately exponentially with increasing number of

proteins with respect to membrane lipids. Only at very dilute conditions, rotational diffusion

follows the SD model and scales as Drot ∼ R−2. However, even at fairly dilute conditions

compared to biologically relevant systems, a stronger Drot ∼ R−3 scaling is observed. When

protein concentration is increased to levels characteristic for cellular membranes, the depen-

dency of Drot on R becomes even stronger. Our synthetic 2-dimensional LJ simulations do

not capture the stronger than Drot ∼ R−3 scaling, indicating that it arises due to specific

protein–protein interactions. Therefore, our observations suggest that the SD model should

be employed with care to estimate protein size or membrane properties, such as viscosity,

in living cells or plasma membrane-derived membranes. Moreover, since the reduced rate

of rotational motion upon crowding may influence the detectability of interactions in NMR

experiments,14 it might be better to consider the Drot ∼ R−3 or stronger scaling when

estimating the detection limits in native membranes.

The findings of this work — together with our previous study — suggest that protein

oligomerization processes with paramount implications in protein function3,4 depend very

strongly on protein size: Not only do lateral diffusion coefficients scale as Dlat ∼ R−1 suggest-

ing that larger proteins are fairly stationary in cellular scale as as smaller proteins rapidly

sample the membrane plane,30 but also the rotational diffusion of these large proteins is

slower than expected from the established SD model. This provides advantage for proteins

with small transmembrane segments to form oligomers through improved the sampling of

dimerization intefaces. These findings might even explain why many receptors — such as

the tyrosine kinases — that need to dimerize for their proper function, contain only a single

transmembrane helix.44
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Graphical TOC Entry

Dilute: 
Rapid rotation 
Drot ~ radius-2

Crowded: 
Slow rotation 
Drot ~ radius-3 
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